1. If you could go anywhere in the world,
where would you go?

3. If your house was
burning down — and
you could only carry
out 3 things— what

2. Where is the most
exotic or fascinating
place you have
been?

4. If you could talk to any

person now living,
who would it be?

would they be?

5. What are your last
thoughts about before
falling asleep?

6. What three things
(items, issues, opportunities) in your life are
you truly thankful for?

7. What three issues or

8. What is your favorite

conflicts do you have

thing to do in the

in your life right now

summer?

you would you rather
not have?

9. What is your favorite

10.If you could go

thing to do in the

anywhere in the world,

winter?

where would you go?

11.Where is the most

12.If your house was

exotic or fascinating

burning down — and

place you have

you could only carry

been?

out 3 things— what
would they be?

13.If you could talk to

14.What are your last

any person now living,

thoughts about

who would it be?

before falling
asleep?

15.What three things

16.What three issues or

(items, issues,

conflicts do you have in

opportunities) in

your life right now you

your life are you

would you rather not

truly thankful for?

have?

17.What is your
favorite thing
to do in the
autumn?

18.What is your favorite
season and why?

19.Who is your favorite
television or movie

20.Do you have a pet?
Why or why not?

character?

21.Name a gift you will
never forget (given
or received).

23. What is novel or

22.Name one thing you
LIKE about yourself.

24.Who is your hero?

book that most

(besides your

impacted you at the

mother)

time you read it?

25.What is the hardest

26.What book or movie

thing you’ve ever

have you read or

had to do?

seen recently that
you would
recommend?

27.What is the weirdest

28.If YOU could fix one

thing you have ever

of the world’s

eaten?

problems today,
what would it be?

29.If you had one day

30.Does your first name

to live over again

have special meaning

what would you

and/or were you

differently?

named after someone
special?

32.If you could choose
31.What childhood

your age forever,

game or toy do you

what age would you

recall loving?

choose and why?

33. If I gave you
$100,000, what
would you spend it
on?

35.Would you rather
make headlines for
saving someone’s
live or for winning a
Nobel Prize?

34.If you could live in
any period of
history— but have to
stay there— when
would it be? Why?

36.How do you want to
be remembered
when you retire?

37.What is the
accomplishment you
are most proud of?

38.What do you consider
to the most valuable
thing you own: when
you were a child/
teenager/now?

39.When did you last
write a hand written
letter? Who was it
to?

40.What was the first
concert or live stage
performance you
attended?

41.What is your
favorite type of
music? And artist?

42.Name a turning point
in your life that makes
you emotional —
smile or cry.

43.What fashion trend
(of the 60’s, 70’s, 80’
or 90’s) did you used
to wear that would be
embarrassing now?

45.What childish thing
do you still do as an
adult?

47.What was the
hardest choice you
ever had to make?
What was the
outcome?

44.Where did you meet
your spouse or best
friend?

46.You are about to go
on the stage of
America’s Got Talent.
What is your talent?

48. When you say
“home,” what do
you mean?

49.What advice would
you offer the 17 year
old you? How about
the 7 year old you? Is
it different.?

51.What is your
favorite holiday or
family tradition?

53.What item(s) do you
use every day that
are likely to be
obsolete in 10 years?
(think cassette tape)

50.What did you *think*
you wanted to be when
you grew up? Would
the little you be proud
or disappointed?

52. If your co-workers
were voting on
superlatives, you
would be voted
Most likely to ____?

54.What is your
Favorite quote?

